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An Armchair Adventure In North America   
   
   
smoking a joint i sit in armchair   
       in North America   
trying to think about it all,   
                       trying to understand –   
trying to hold the moving image of eternity   
                              in my head –   
   
how a planet 4&ahalf billion years old   
       in a galaxy 220million times   
                       the width of our Solar System   
is undergoing in the smallest little   
       spark flash hiccup crack   
                              in time   
   
a complete transformation of being,   
   
a total & utter shedding of its biologically   
                       rich & diverse skin,   
its ice caps, its weather patterns, its virgin-climax   
                       old growth vast wilderness   
                              forest flesh,   
   
& risking its life in the process.   
   
risking all the billions of years of evolution   
       through bone-wrenching   
                       loneliness & suffering cold,   
through lava hot hell & eruption of change   
       & metamorphosis through   
                       wounding & willpower   
through wisdom through awareness through   
                       time & intense solitude &   
       intent-concentrated energy & focus   
                       of singular effort   
                              beyond exhaustion,   
   
& all for just one species.   
   
all for just one mammal.   
one primate that showed the courage,   
                       the style & curiosity   
to wander out of the forests into a new world   
                       when the others stayed –   
brand new to Earth & hard-wired   
                       for adaptive survival.   
engineered for pattern-recognition.   
       for abstract symbolizing   
                              & meaning-making.   
   
one branch of primate,   
                       – upright & self-reflective,   
addicted from head to toe to language,   
       to wonder, magic & rapture,   



                       creativity & a good story,   
to the exploration of curiosity &   
       the expansion of consciousness –   
   
now a 7billion-man tribe of talking monkeys,   
manifesting the dreams & nightmares of Earth,   
                       of the Imagination & DeepMind   
                              of the Cosmos,   
       into physical ephemeral reality,   
                       faster & faster,   
                                & faster,   
                               & faster...   
   
sucked into the whirlpool of history   
spinning around the event horizon   
                       of transcendence   
shooting off ideologies, religions,   
                       cultures & art movements,   
       wars, fashions, philosophies,   
                       technologies & languages,   
like sparks from the growing flame   
                       as it roars ever larger   
       through the mind of our species   
caught spiraling ever faster around the vortex   
                       of some unknown something   
       destined for collision   
                       with our consciousness –   
caught in the gravitational mass & attraction   
                            of some invisible   
                       higher-dimensional object,   
transmutating us for some infinite   
       event-horizon-point of departure.   
   
i'm just trying to picture it all   
       with my imagination,   
with my eyes closed & legs crossed,   
      a curl of smoke rising through   
                       the space of this room –   
   
trying to create & simultaneously watch   
                       the film of Our Story.   
   
the story of a lonely & curious primate   
struck with searing flame of mindedness,   
                       amnesia of origin   
       & an unscratchable itch for wonder,   
                       imagination & creation.   
a marrow-deep desire to become the gods   
              we dream up   
       as an unconscious way of creating   
                       more perfect images of ourselves   
                              to grow into –   
our soul-burning passion to turn inside out:   
                       to express & manifest   
beyond the limits & laws of reality   
                       the imagination & human soul   
       as a poly-dimensional physical   



                              object or body,   
                       language, world, or dimension.   
   
for four&ahalf billion years,   
four&ahalf billion circles around our star,   
       this world quietly formed,   
                       cooled & solidified as she   
spun into stabilized shape & adaptive   
       self-regulation of thermostatic balance   
                       & elemental equilibrium,   
quietly she awoke & began dreaming   
                             herself to color –   
enfolding, twisting, crumpling up sunlight   
                       a trillion times over   
into molecules, molecules into complex polymers &   
                       replicating molecules into cells,   
then the miracle of photosynthesis & nucleated cells,   
       multicellular organisms into higher organisms,   
                       higher organisms   
                              into complex organisms –   
   
& only in the last quarter of Earth's   
                       life in the Milky Way   
       did the miracle of life explode into   
a gene swarm spread across the surface       
                       of the world   
       as hundreds of millions of species of life,   
each specialized to a diverse expression   
                       of ecosystemic variation   
                              of her Sacred Planet Flesh   
       & genetically destined to the joyous exploration   
                              of life in their unique form on Earth   
                       clothed in the psycho-spiritual   
                              Sacred Animal Biology   
       of Evolutions's latest mutation.   
   
only over the last couple hundred   
                              million years   
       did the first trees & forests give rise   
                       to a new expression,   
                              a new pattern & habitat of Life,   
       did insects & dinosaurs come to rule,   
                              & plants come   
                       to populate the planet.   
only in the last seventy million years   
                       did the Himalayas begin their   
       slow-motion eruption into sky   
                                from shifting tectonics   
                              in our planet's plates.   
   
only sixty-five million years since   
       flowers & meteors cleared the way   
                              for beauty   
       with mammals entering the stage   
                                from there   
                       eventually to inherit the World.   
only in the last fifty million years   



       did the ancestors of today's great whales   
                              enter Earth's oceans   
       to craft and perfect their songs,   
   
& only in the last couple million years   
       did our primate ancestors begin to   
                              stand up in the evolutionary   
                       stream of things,   
       did they come down from the canopies   
                       to roam the mushroom-dotted plains   
                              of Eden,   
only within the last two million years   
                       have human ancestors slowly harnessed   
                              fire, tools, clothes & shelter,   
       the first sputterings of Art, Speech & stories.   
                       the burning enigmas   
                              of self-reflection,   
                       & the imagination.   
only within the last 800,000 years have our ancestors   
                       taken to the seas   
                              with sailing vessels   
                       to further explore our   
                                world of dreams   
only 30,000 years we know of painting wild   
       animals & antler'd dancers   
                              in deep underground   
                       opened-out cave cathedrals.   
10,000 years of agriculture,   
                       of domestication & settlement   
                              leading to civilization.   
only 5,000 years with the Wheel,   
                       cuneiform language & the alphabet.   
1,000 years with numerals & science.   
560 yrs with Gutenberg printing press   
only 400 years with a heliocentric universe   
       300 in a Newtonian universe,   
only 250 years with industry, a theory of Evolution,   
                       factories & steam engines,   
                               & the deep age of Earth,   
120 with a with a subconscious in an expanding Universe,   
100 with electricity & quantum physics, cars & radio,   
only 50 or 60 years with lab-made psychedelics   
                       DNA & color TV,   
45 since man walked on the moon,   
30 with videogames & home computers,   
& only in the last generation we discovered   
                       we live inside what appears to be   
       an infinitely conscious & expanding   
                              hologrammatic Universe   
       with as many Earths & Milky Ways   
                       as there are atoms in each of us   
                              times every one of us,   
& only in the last year or couple months   
                       has most of the species   
       become aware of our incredibly small   
                              slice of time,   
our miraculous & obvious   



                       brand-spanking newness   
                              on the cosmic scene,   
   
      or at least i'd like to think so...   
   
i'd like to think in the next 5 months   
                       100% of population   
       lives in dignity & health   
with a poetically spiritual land-rooted illumination   
                       of grace & understanding of   
       our unique place in the Universe as a   
                              belly-laughing mystery!   
   
i'd like to see in the next 5 years   
                       the entire Planet Earth erupt   
       into such flowering   
                              song & laughter   
the gods awake from the music of it all,   
                       look around & see the world cleaned up   
                              & safely at Play   
       with the neuroses of work & alienation,   
                       of war & the myth of progress   
       safely buried in the cognitive shale   
                   of the past,   
      entombed in memories from   
                       so far ago   
                              we have to wonder   
       if it wasn’t all just   
                              a bad dream?   
 

The Poet Sings A Wild Hymn To The Universe Within 
  
o unspeakable powers of the present moment!    
                  fill me with your magic!  
i crave the courage of childhood, the creative genius of godliness!  
i want to be a virtuoso of the imagination!  
                   a prodigy of poetic perception!  
  
i want to be part of the Poet Tribe of Earth's people  
who help deliver the Millennium of Magical re-Membership to 

                             that wider sphere of existence  
                  essential to the shaping & evolving of our humanness  
& ever-evoking the exquisite mystery of our mammalian senses 

                          into deeper play  
                  with the miracle of immediately-surrounding  
                                         omnipresent sacred world sentience!  
  
by the end of this night i want a notebook full of long & short  
            poems that startle & stagger the Soul into Spirit flight,  
the Spirit into the rich breathing Earthsoil of Soul,  
                  the Mind into Amazement & the Cosmos into the Heart!  
grace me with perfect clarity of message & image!  
                  the holy logic of metaphor!  
                                & the streaming river of epiphany  
                         coursing through my veins!  



  
i want to eat&breathe & perceive Poetry & cosmic consciousness!  
                  more poems writ & published  
                                than stars in the Milky Way!  
                  more poems heard & dreamed, seen & experienced  
                                than galaxies in the Universe!  
poetic pages & pages of heart-Eden-within-enlarging prayers  
            turned reality when alchemized by voice, eyes & ears  
                                of the reader!  
poetic epiphanies & cathartic incandescent chronologies of    
                  the forever-exploding  
                                & always-expanding  
                  dimensions of man's Soul  
                                through time & space, art & perception!  
aesthetic alliterations & omnicosmic melodic oracular 

                                           incantations!  
mind-bending belly-laughing lectures on the luminous nature of  
                                our place in time  
                  & the arbitrary yet essential paradox  
                                of language & meaning!  
soliloquies of sense-luscious & ear-seducing semantic sorcery  
                  magically enchanting your star-trance’d skull into 

                                 temporal resonance  
                  with the Goddess of this planet!  
thousands of thousands of poems, each a cosmic seed sprouting  
        the Milky Way through the crust-frozen soil  
                                of human awareness!  
  
gift this hand with the ears necessary to catch your message  
                  even while i sleep!  
bloom in my head the antennae required for direct reception!  
& grow in my heart the space necessary to receive  
                                without judgment  
                  the strange & bizarre as well as the lyrically beautiful,  
the wisdom to let go of belief & control, of "facts",  
                  & the graceful strength to live in the light of  
                                my conquered fears!  
  
i want this voice to speak only in miracles!  
to elicit euphoric epigenetic changes of radically radiant 

   illumination & electric love-blooming unity-blossoms  
                                out of closed brain buds  
                  & culture-enwombed chrysalis-state minds  
                                stuck in an adolescent psyche!  
i want to write & deliver the poem that ends all war & delusion!  
                  to pen the epic that ends this outbreak  
                                of linear history & confusion!  
i want to publish the prayer that uncrucifies the Christ  
                                in all of us!  
                  the Savior in all of us!    
                                the SacredGodHeart in all of us!  
  
i want to compose the psalm that corrupts a corrupt consumer- 

                           capitalist cultural paradigm!  
that cracks the economic & religio-political Cro-Magnon program  
of competitive cut-throat strategy & back-stabbing savagery,  
                  of nationalistic dick-swinging & ape-like warmongering,  



that catalyzes the cosmic perception of an All-Compassionate  
                                & Omnipotent Christ-Consciousness in all of us!  
summons a Euphoric Experience of the All-Cosmic  
                  & Infinitely-Iridescent Poetic Buddha-Illumination  
                                from Omniprescient Christ Consciousness  
                                                  radiant in all of us!  
  
this effort is a call to all gods to elicit the lines which pronounce  
                  the extinction of our vaccination against them!  
against the culturally perceived disease  
                                of Human = God/Goddess!  
  
this intent-intense offering of passion alchemized into poetry  
is a prayer for World Soul to complete Her fusion with  
                                the human heart  
so that from here on out, my monkey hand traces only  
                  the sacred angel shapes & lines of divine design  
                                & Earth-God-&-Goddess delight  
bubbling up the visionary dreams of compassionate home planet!  
                  of Great Great Grandmother Earth Goddess  
                                passing on fables & image-lush Spirit Energy  
                  through the fantastic dance of my pen on page!  
                                of my voice to Her music!  
  
make my spine a lightning rod for endless bolts of amaze  
                  & wild numinous illumination!  
concentrate the aesthetic incantations of wonder-soaked 

                    imagination & the effervescent essence  
                                of raw spiritual insight  
                  inside my skull's thunder-soaked interior  
so all i have to do is close eyes to watch  
                  the electric storm of epiphany brew inside  
– the brain's magic&language sensorium shooting wild  
                                with highly-charged impulse-bolts  
                  sparking off as poetic enchantments of enlightened  
                                compassionate candor & epiphanous  
                  Muse-inspired epics of Logos-radiant rapture!  
as whole-spirit rhapsodies of cosmic reverie & soul-quaking  
                                revelations of Earth-deep revelry  
                  at Infinity's Radiant Reality!  
                  at Evolution's Perpetual Efflorescent Renaissance  
                                & new-found fecundity  
                  in the human-species project!  
  
o evolutive spirit of the future!  
                  guide my biology into the fiery instrument of your  
                                expanded abilities!  
vibrate the liquid crystal-lattice of my being into  
                  morphogenetic resonance  
                                with your holy frequency!  
enter my thoughts with your voice & divine instruction!  
paint my dreamscapes with your polydimensional  
                  watercolor imagination!  
whisper in my ear your secret gnosis of consciousness  
                  & the sacral knowledge of your sacred  
                                biopsychic spiritual wisdom!  
teach me the metapostures & cosmic alignments of mind  



                  to redesign the circuits of my attention!  
show me the way to the middle of the middle  
                  of the Heart of the Milky Way!  
grab hold of my pen and scribe your Gospel of Light & Laughter  
                  with the psychedelic tongue  
                                of Ecstatic Crazy Wisdom Poetry!  
  
tip the first cellular domino of my body's pre-set blueprint  
                  for highest-dimensional aesthetic unfoldment  
                                & watch with joy the chain reaction  
                  turning a mammalian slice of human time  
                                into a 100year work of spiritual art!  
kindle the fires of heaven in my core & watch the sparks & 

                                   embers of Art  
                  flicker & curl their own shapes & paths  
                  towards the starry vault ceiling of my animal skull,  
control-burning all the karmic and cultural underbrush  
                                carpeting my wilderness floor  
                  to clear space within for new growth & life  
                                in time for this upcoming Cosmic Spring  
                                                  come to Earth to  
                                crescendo in human consciousness!  
  
grant me visions & masterpieces of Poetry powerful enough  
                  to inspire the global population of Planet Earth  
                                out of war & consumption  
                                out of competition  
& into creative play & collaboration with the passion fire & spirit  
                                of 10million stars imploding going supernova  
                  into epiphany-inspired perspectives  
                                & spectacular plans put into Action  
                   to re-paradise the globe in perfect mirror-image  
                                                  of the new paradigm  
                                impregnating the human heart!  
  
o symphonies of sweet mellifluous ecstasy!  
invade me once more with the timelapse film of Evolution's Story  
                                as seen & experienced  
                  in fast-forward through this spot in space  
                                each second of Eternity!  
as Antler wrote in his poetic epic ‘Factory’:  
                  “Start at the start and leave nothing out!“  
begin with the birth of the Universe  
                                & leave nothing out!  
  
show me particles of matter in an ocean of light!  
enunciate each adventure of every photon and atom!  
enshrine in my mind millions of lightyears across  
                  in every direction  
                                in a split-second moment of spacetime  
                  measured in human words as  
                                the beginning!  
  
transpose for me into symbols and sounds i can receive  
                                the first & primal vibration of music  
                  moving across the dark in mystic waves of melody,  
sparking the emergence of billions of galaxies & galaxies,  



                                including our Milky Way!  
articulate for me the dynamic & heavenly creative nature  
                                of chaos & manifestation,  
                  vibrantly displayed in the teeming core of every star  
                  seething with controlled implosion & atomic collision!  
                                nuclear fusion & contained explosion!  
  
satisfy my appetite for the wisdom of the unknown                
                  with detailed visions of the zillions of planets evolving  
enlightened utopias of exuberant grace & imagination,  
                  each an exclamation point of outer space  
                                pronouncing a new way to sing & spin & say  
                  the universe into existence!  
quench my thirst for endless Eureka! moments of unlimited 

                                  understanding standing above & beside myself,  
                  inside & beyond myself in euphoric astoundment,  
weightless with amaze underneath cosmic shower of oceanic  
                               rhythm-tide-pulse & flow  
                  of universal information  
washing over the sensitive receptors of my billion-celled being  
                                instantly translating into wild billowing rants  
                  of Poetic Ekstasis & Catharsis-Catalyzing Expression  
                                of the Spiritually Transcendent!  
  
imprint into the polydimensional  
                  neuronscape of my brain  
                                the aeonic mystery of star-birth  
                  & the sacrificial wisdom of going supernova,  
superimposing over folds of lifetimes  
                                new elements & designs  
                  into the lifeblood fabric of their constellated place in  
                                innerouterinterhyperspace!  
trillions of new miracles, lines & forms shimmering forth  
                  from the stellar cauldron of cosmic transformation  
                                & sacred creativity  
                  arising into & out of the cresting waving oceanic  
                                cosmic soup broth complexity of it all!  
the frothing whitecaps & billows & words & phrases  
                                                  of this cosmic poem  
                                ebbing & flowing,  
                  budding & crashing ever forth from Mystery  
                                onto the blank white shores of this page,  
                                                  of our one life  
                                & this Earth of our awareness!  
 


